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Abstract— This paper presents an energy-efficient sensor node
transmitter for body channel communication (BCC) system. The
OFDM modulation is adopted in this work to achieve both
high transmission data rate and spectrum efficiency. To reduce
the power dissipation of the front-end (FE) circuits, a phase-
modulated outphasing architecture is applied to avoid the power-
hungry data converters and linear amplifier. Besides, the voltage
scaling and balanced source gating (BSG) schemes are proposed
to save the circuit active power, resulting in 81.3% reduction.
The proposed sensor node transmitter chip is manufactured in
90 nm standard CMOS process with a die area 1.1016 mm2. The
proposed BCC system is operated at 40 / 80 MHz with 10 MHz
signal bandwidth, and the maximum data rate of 14.55 Mbps
with 0.67 mW power dissipation can be achieved, leading to 0.05
nJ/b transmission energy and 1.46 bps/Hz spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless body area network (WBAN) is an emerging re-
search topic for medical monitoring and multimedia commu-
nications around the human body. It consists of a multiple of
wireless sensor nodes (WSNs) and a central processing node
(CPN), providing a reliable link for body signal transmission.
For long-duration operation with a limited battery life, the
WBAN, especially the WSN, is required to provide continuous
data communications with an ultra low transmission energy.

Recently, IEEE 802.15 Task Group (TG6) has been or-
ganized to define the protocols and the frequency band for
WBAN [1], and body channel communication (BCC), which
utilizes the internal electrical property of the human body and
regards body as a transmission media as shown in Fig. 1,
is one of the candidate technologies. Comparing to the radio
frequency (RF) solutions, BCC benefits from the less path
loss and interference in the lower frequency band (below 150
MHz) [2], [3]. Besides, the BCC devices don’t require the
high-frequency front-end (FE) circuits, such that the power
consumption can be reduced to achieve an energy-efficient
WBAN system.

Several schemes have been presented to achieve an energy-
efficient BCC system. A wideband PPM-based design is pro-
posed in [4]. Another wideband correlation-based technique
is presented in [5], providing 8.5 Mbps data rate with the
signal bandwidth of 30 MHz. To avoid the interference from
various radio (such as the cordless phone at 46-50 MHz,
FM radio at 88-108 MHz and walkie-talkie signals at 140
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Fig. 1. System operation scenario.

MHz) , [6] proposed an adaptive frequency hopping FSK
transceiver with a data rate up to 10 Mbps. Above solutions
apply simple modulations to reduce the circuit complexity
and increase the signal bandwidth to boost their data rate
for energy reduction, however, the spectral efficiency is poor
which limits the possibility for WSNs coexistence extension.

This work introduces an energy-efficient OFDM-based sen-
sor node transmitter to achieve both high data rate and low
transmission energy with a narrow signal bandwidth, including
the OFDM baseband modulator and corresponding FE circuits.
To avoid the power wastes on the data converters and the
linear power amplifier, which are the most power hungry
components in conventional OFDM transmitters due to high
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), the outphasing-based
FE [7] with modified circuit implementations is integrated
in the proposed sensor node transmitter. Besides, low power
techniques and circuits are also introduced to further reduce
the power dissipation. Therefore, a narrow-band sensor node
transmitter with maximum data rate and lowest transmission
energy can be achieved.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the system
overview is introduced. Then the chip implementation details
are described in section III. Section IV shows the evaluation
results, followed by the conclusion in section V.

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

A. Operation Behavior

The BCC-based WBAN operation scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The WSN transmitters modulate the source sequence
from the readout sensors, and then transmit to the CPN re-
ceiver by using the human body as a communication channel.
With other long-distance mobiles, the received data can further
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be transmitted to other networks for extended applications.
Considering the limited battery life, the transmission energy
of WSNs should be as low as possible, and the wireless
transmitter becomes a design bottleneck. Therefore, this work
focuses on an energy-efficient sensor node transmitter design.

Considering both transmission energy and coexistence ex-
tension possibility, the OFDM modulation is adopted in this
work according to its high data rate and spectral efficiency.
Fig. 2 shows the detail OFDM modulator block diagram,
including a QPSK mapping and a 64-point IFFT function.
Except 8 pilot carriers and 8 space carries for channel detection
and guard band respectively, there are 48 carriers for data
transmission. The preamble and cyclic prefix (CP) are also
inserted to help the synchronization and channel equalization
in the receiver. The modulated baseband signal occupies 10
MHz signal bandwidth, and it could be up-converted to the
target frequency band by the FE circuits. Thank for the body
channel exploration by [6], this work demonstrates the design
performance at 40 / 80 MHz carrier frequency to avoid the
low frequency interference. Another serious issue is the power
overhead of OFDM FE such as the data converters and the
linear amplifier, which are required to cover a wide signal
dynamic range due to high PAPR, resulting in significant
power dissipation. Accordingly, this work applies the phase-
modulated outphasing technique [7] as our FE architecture,
which can achieve efficient and linear amplification without
using data converters and linear amplifier.

B. Outphasing FE Principle

Denote the OFDM baseband modulated signal as 𝑆𝑖(𝑡) +
𝑗𝑆𝑞(𝑡), then the transmitted signal can be expressed as

𝑆(𝑡) = Re
{
(𝑆𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑗𝑆𝑞(𝑡))𝑒

𝑗𝑤𝑐𝑡
}
= 𝐴(𝑡) cos(𝑤𝑐𝑡+ 𝜃(𝑡))

where 𝐴(𝑡) and 𝜃(𝑡) are the envelope and phase given by

𝐴 (𝑡) =
√
𝑆2
𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑆2

𝑞 (𝑡)

and
𝜃 (𝑡) = tan−1 (𝑆𝑞 (𝑡)/𝑆𝑖 (𝑡)) . (1)

The signal 𝑆(𝑡) can be separated to two phase-modulated
signals 𝑆1(𝑡) and 𝑆2(𝑡):

𝑆1 (𝑡) = 0.5𝐴max cos (𝑤𝑐𝑡+ 𝜃 (𝑡) + 𝜙 (𝑡)),
𝑆2 (𝑡) = 0.5𝐴max cos (𝑤𝑐𝑡+ 𝜃 (𝑡)− 𝜙 (𝑡))

(2)

where
𝜙 (𝑡) = cos−1 (𝐴 (𝑡)/𝐴max) .

Since these two signals only contain phase information 𝜃(𝑡)+
𝜙(𝑡) and 𝜃(𝑡) − 𝜙(𝑡), they can be generated by two phase
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Fig. 3. Chip block diagram with power domain partitions.

modulators (PMs) directly. Then through two high-efficiency
nonlinear amplifiers, the desired signal can be reconstructed
by combining these two amplified signals.

III. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION

A. OFDM-based Sensor Node Transmitter

Figure 3 shows the detail chip block diagram. First the
data sequence is modulated by the OFDM baseband mod-
ulator with 10 MHz operation speed. A linear-phase 81-tap
Kaiser FIR filter is used to extend the signal bandwidth to
40 MHz (4x interpolation) since the nonlinear operation in
outphasing architecture requires wider bandwidth. Then the
phase calculator computes the required phases, and the encoder
transfers the phase codewords to control codewords for two
digital-control phase shifters (DCPSs), which behaves as two
PMs in this work. To detect the required mapping parameters
for the encoder, a continuous PVT monitor is also integrated.
Then the DCPS pair generates the desired phase-modulated
signals at the carrier frequency 40 / 80 MHz. After the
amplification by two digital buffers, the final transmitter output
can be generated by filtering and combining these two signals.
The branch mismatch values can be detected [8] and pre-
programed into the registers by the SPI interface before chip
normal operation. Then the phase calculator and the encoder
can compensate these branch mismatches during the normal
transmission to ensure the transmitter performance [7].

To minimize the power dissipation, this chip is partitioned
into two independent power domains with different supply
voltages. The DCPS pair and PVT monitor are used 1.0 V to
ensure the circuit accuracy, and some interfaces and controllers
are in 1.0 V domain to communicate with IO pads. The
supply voltage for all digital signal processing (DSP) blocks,
including the OFDM modulator, interpolation filter, phase
calculator and encoder, is scaled to 0.5 V for power saving.
To apply the voltage scaling scheme in the standard-cell-based
design procedure, the cell behavior and timing information
under 0.5 V supply voltage are simulated and re-calibrated.
Then the cell library after picking out the cells which can work
normally is reconstructed. With the reconstructed 0.5 V cell
library, the proposed design can be implemented by exploiting
standard-cell-based design procedure to make sure the circuit
reliability under low supply voltage.
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tracking behavior and corresponding controls.

B. DCPS Design with BSG Scheme

Close-loop circuits have restrictions to achieve the multi-
phase generation with high-speed phase changing rate due
to the long convergence duration. Therefore, an open-loop
digital-control delay line is suggested to provide the specific
phases without convergence cycles. Fig. 4 shows the proposed
DCPS architecture consisting of two-stage delay-lines with 10-
bit coarse-tune codeword C and 4-bit fine-tune codeword F
to achieve adequate delay range and resolution. The delay-
line is based on power-of-two architecture to avoid a complex
encoder. The fine-tune stage can achieve ps-level resolution
by tuning the loading from gate capacitance changing.

To reduce the power waste on unused delay cells in the
coarse-tune sub-stages, a balance source gating (BSG) scheme
is proposed. An “AND” cell is added on both paths in all
coarse-tune sub-stages, so the source signal of the delay path
can be gated to avoid the power wastes on the unused delay
cells. Note that another “AND” cell on the non-delay path
is also necessary to keep the power-of-two delay property
among coarse-tune sub-stages, and the additional delay from
the “AND” cell can then be regarded as a part of DCPS
constant delay. Besides, two additional buffers before the path
selection “MUX” are also added in the proposed BSG scheme
to eliminate the loading difference of the “AND” cell between
two paths. Therefore, the proposed BSG scheme can reduce
the power waste without sacrificing the delay linearity.

C. Continuous PVT Monitor

With the calculated phases from the phase calculator, the
encoder transfers the 8-bit phase codewords P to 14-bit control
codewords {C,F} by

C =
⌊

C(M)P
256

⌋
,F =

⌊(
C(M)P
256

−
⌊

C(M)P
256

⌋)
𝛽 + F(M)P

256

⌋
, (3)

where {C(M),F(M)} is the codeset corresponding to one
carrier period, and 𝛽 is the resolution ratio of two stages.
However, C(M),F(M) and 𝛽 are sensitive to PVT conditions.
A pre-calibration scheme is presented in [7] for required pa-
rameter detection, however, the mapping accuracy is sacrificed
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if PVT varies during the normal transmission. Therefore, a
continuous PVT monitor is integrated in this work as shown
in Fig. 3. Two DCPSs are duplicated (DCPS3 and DCPS4)
to monitor the delay characteristic of DCPS1 and DCPS2,
and a phase detector (PD) is also added to construct a delay-
lock-loop (DLL). The trigger “TRI” informs the controller to
update the state due to the “UP” and “DOWN” values, and the
corresponding timing diagram of different PD output states is
shown in Fig. 5 (a). By giving specified codewords {C3,F3}
and {C4,F4} for the duplicated DCPS pair as shown in Fig.
5 (b), the required parameters can be detected continuously
by repeating the tracking behavior. Each repeated tracking
state costs 5 to 25 cycles to converge depending on the PVT
varying amount. Observing the coarse-tune control codewords
of DCPS4 are always small, so the power overhead is low
since most coarse-tune sub-stages are not used and can be
gated by the proposed BSG scheme.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 6 shows the chip die photograph and experimental
environments. The proposed chip is fabricated in 90 nm 1P9M
standard CMOS process with a die area of 1.1016 mm2. A
verification board including the packaged chip and a MCU is
designed, and the measurement instruments include a LeCroy
4000A oscilloscope, power supplies, and a current-meter.

The proposed DCPS can provide maximum 40.75 ns ex-
ternal delay with minimal 13.86 ps fine-tune resolution at
1.0 V supply voltage, which can cover our maximum target
period 25 ns. With the proposed PVT monitor and codeword
encoder, Fig. 7 (a) shows the DCPS output delay with different
phase codewords, providing 8-bit resolution with root-mean-
square (RMS) error 11.57 ps. Fig. 7 (b) shows the relationship
between the DCPS power (with a digital buffer) and 256
phase codewords. Smaller codeword costs less power due to
the proposed BSG scheme on the unused delay cells. Since
the phase codeword is near norm distribution during normal
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operation, the average power of a DCPS is 73 / 74 𝜇W
operating at 40 / 80 MHz. The active power at 40 MHz is
similar to 80 MHz since almost 2x delay cell number are
required to cover the carrier period comparing to 80 MHz.

The branch mismatch compensation scheme in [7] is also
integrated in this work, and Fig. 8 shows the output spectrum
of the proposed sensor node transmitter at 80 MHz after the
mismatch calibration. To evaluate the link behavior, an OFDM
receiver platform [9] is used for transmission performance co-
simulation. Fig. 9 shows the system frame error rate (FER)
performance, and the proposed OFDM modulator with the
outphsing FE can achieve almost the same FER performance
after the mismatch calibration comparing to an ideal FE.

The power consumption of the proposed design is summa-
rized in Table I. The power of DSP blocks is reduced to
385 uW by scaling the supply voltage to 0.5 V, resulting
in 74.03% reduction. According to the voltage scaling and
BSG scheme on DSP blocks and DCPSs respectively, 81.3%
transmitter power consumption can be reduced. The chip
summary and comparisons are shown in Table II. By applying
the OFDM modulation, this work achieves the highest data
rate of 14.55 Mbps and the highest spectral efficiency of 1.46
bps/Hz comparing to the state-of-the-arts. Due to the proposed
low power techniques and outphasing FE circuits, the overall
power consumption is competitive with other solutions, and
the transmission energy is also the lowest.

V. CONCLUSION

An OFDM-based energy-efficient sensor node transmitter is
presented in this paper. Benefits from the OFDM modulation,
high transmission data rate and spectral efficiency are provided

TABLE I

POWER SUMMARY

DSP Blocks DCPS Pair & Buffers PVT Monitor

Power
385uW

148uW @80MHz 140uW @80MHz
Dissipation 146uW @40MHz 135uW @40MHz

TABLE II

CHIP SUMMARY AND COMPARISONS

[4] [5] [6] This work

Technology
0.18um
CMOS

0.13um
CMOS

0.18um
CMOS

90nm
CMOS

Supply
Voltage 0.9V 1.2V 1.0V 1.0V/0.5V

Modulation PPM
Correlation

Digital AFH FSK
OFDM
QPSK

Frequency
Band 10-70MHz 1-30MHz 30-120MHz∗ 35-45MHz/

75-85MHz
Data Rate 2Mbps 8.5Mbps 10Mbps 14.55Mbps

TX Power 0.71mW 0.65mW 1.9mW 0.67mW∗∗

Energy/bit∗∗∗ 0.36nJ/b 0.08nJ/b 0.19nJ/b 0.05nJ/b
Spectral

Efficiency 0.03bps/Hz 0.28bps/Hz 0.44bps/Hz 1.46bps/Hz

* 4 sub-channels **@80MHz *** Only consider the transmitter in WSN

in this work. To reduce the power overhead of the OFDM FE,
a phase-modulated outphasing FE is implemented. Besides,
the voltage scaling and BSG schemes are applied to further
reduce the circuit power consumption. Therefore, a high data
rate and energy-efficient sensor node transmitter is achieved
for BCC-based WBAN applications.
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